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            *  The term “epic without organs” to describe this Tarot-based work  
                in progress is borrowed from Miriam Nichols, with due thanks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE WAR MACHINE 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“In the church of my heart  
the choir’s in flames!” 
Vladimir Mayakovsky,  
“Cloud in Trousers.” 
 
“Near and /  
Hard to grasp, the god.” 
Friedrich Hölderlin,  
“Patmos.” 
 
“One needs to be blind  
to some extent in order  
to perceive certain things.”  
Clarice Lispector, 
Near to the Wild Heart. 
 
“There are gods here too.” 
Heraclitus, 
Fragments. 
 
“—And how do you know 
the gods exist? 
—Simple: just look at the way  
they’re treating me.” 
Aristophanes, 
Knights. 
 
“The prototypical Roman hero-
charioteer was the god Mars,  
son of the Blessed Virgin Juno.  
The twelfth-century Liber Imaginum 
Deorum said Mars in his chariot 
symbolized leadership, glory, war,  
and death… He in turn might be  
traced back to the pre-Vedic “red  
god” Rudra… In his native land,  
Rudra merged with both Shiva  
and Krishna, who expounded  
the secrets of Fate to prince Arjuna  

Dear A., 
 
 

Since our most recent adventure,  
the memory of a bad dream  

has stirred in the hollow  
of my soul, like the dark  

Metallic echoes said to haunt  
bottomless rifts in the sea. 

 
I was suspended  

off the ground  
by a Magnetic Field  

that pressed me against a wall. 
 

I felt exhilarated.  
 

There was an uncanny Sound,  
like the constant echo 

of a great meteor. 
 

I remember closing my eyes. 
 

The pleasure grew more extreme. 
 

Patterns of Shade appeared,  
one after the other; slower, faster,  

like Apokalyptic signs. 
 

Then I tried to open  
my eyes... and discovered  

that I was blind! 
 

I found myself split apart,  
torn between a surge of panic,  

as I struggled against  
my blindness, and the bliss  

that still possessed me. 
 

The schism felt unbearable. 
 

I thought it was Death. 



in the guise of a divine charioteer.”  
Barbara G. Walker, 
The Secrets of the Tarot.  
 
“God is neither good / nor evil, / 
neither loving / nor hating.  
God is Power. God is change.” 
Octavia E. Butler, 
Parable of the Sower. 
 
“You don’t need a weatherman /  
to know which way the wind blows.” 
Bob Dylan, 
“Subterranean Homesick Blues.” 
 
“We define the “war machine”  
as a linear assemblage which  
is constructed on lines of flight.  
In this sense, the war machine  
does not at all have war as  
its object; it has as its object  
a very special space, smooth space, 
which it composes, occupies,  
and propagates. Nomadism  
is precisely this combination 
‘war machine—smooth space…’”  
Gilles Deleuze, 
Negotiations. 
 
“We are imprisoned in the realm 
of life, like a sailor on his tiny boat, 
on an infinite ocean.”  
Anna Freud, in E. Young-Bruehl, 
Anna Freud: A Biography. 
 
“I’ll trace the wake of vessels  
in the air, the pathway over  
the waters, the pupil’s mirage.” 
Claude Cahun, “Disavowals.”  
 
“In the literary machine that  
Proust’s In Search of Lost Time 
constitutes, we are struck by  
the fact that all the parts are  
produced as asymmetrical  
sections, paths that suddenly  

 
 
 

Later, I told my dream  
to Intelligence: to Tarzan,  

who discussed it with Venus. 
 

They agreed it was pure illusion, 
because of conditions here  

in the Meridian Sea,  
outside the Waters of Oops. 

 
Maria was uncommitted;  

she too was bothered  
by a bad dream. 

 
Furthermore, I was sixth in line  

to be heard (after Bismark,  
Cîpher, Bedlam, Q’bal  

and ben-Cnopee), 
and with others still waiting. 

 
 
 

Events had already taken a bad 
turn, when a shooting star fell 

into the Waters of Oops,  
the legendary sea between  
the Digamma, the Koppa,  

the Rarian and the Meridian. 
 

The column of Fire was  
visible from our position  

in the central sector  
of the Meridian. 

 
We had been scheduled  

to link up at Absolüt Point 
with the combined fleets  

of the Jovians and Zen. 
 

The Jovian Commander,  
still in the Koppa, described  

the disaster as follows: 
“As per Maxwell’s  

Last Compendium, Volume II,  



come to an end, hermetically  
sealed boxes, non-communicating 
vessels, watertight compartments… 
pieces of a puzzle belonging not  
to any one puzzle but many…  
It is a schizoid work par excellence:  
it is almost as though the author’s 
guilt, his confessions of guilt are 
merely a sort of joke. (In Kleinian 
terms, it might be said that  
the depressive position is only  
a cover-up for a more deeply  
rooted schizoid attitude.)” 
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, 
Anti-Oedipus.  
 
“Aeschylus shows in a magnified  
form an aspect of normal 
development… When the depressive 
position is reached and worked 
through… guilt becomes predominant 
and persecution diminishes.” 
Melanie Klein, “Some Reflections  
on ‘The Oresteia.’” 
 
“The water I taste is warm  
and salt, like the sea, /  
And comes from a country  
far away as health.” 
Sylvia Plath, “Tulips.” 
 
“do domi not passi do not  
dominate / do not dominate  
your passive passions not / …  
do devouring not not dominate /  
your rats your rations  
your rats rations not not…” 
Gherasim Luca,  
The Song of the Carp. 
 
“Some of us…  never meant  
anything less by women's liberation 
than the creation of a society  
without domination; we never  
meant less than the making new  
of all relationships.”  

Part ii, Section 123, Subsection 345,  
Lines 56-67 and 78-89.”  

 
As you can imagine, we watched  

the meteor’s fall closely. 
 

The shockwaves  
from the time of its standstill  

over the water  
until the whirlpool’s opening  

(since called: “High Holy  
of High Holies”) 

sent a full-scale tremor  
through the ship. 

 
 
 

The situation here is tense. 
 

Since our transit of Nazca  
Pass, an unexplained noise  
on board has traveled from  
the Atomatic convertor, to  

the recyclotron, to the keyboard  
of Möbius the Mapper,  

where I can hear it now. 
 

Möbius, overcome by Sleep,  
lies in the engine room 
by the propeller shaft,  

in a pool of water. 
 

And hanging directly above Möbius, 
upside down, with her foreleg stuck 

through a hole in the ceiling, 
is Occam the Weatherwoman,  

cursing and shouting for help... 
 

We are temporarily  
stalled here in the Meridian  

until the right course of action  
                                is determined— 

either by Captain Anna-O,  
who walks with a limp  

and refrains from ouzo,  
or Commander Exprès 



Adrienne Rich, “Notes  
Toward a Politics of Location.”  
 
“In the period which geologists  
call the Glacial Period, the waters  
of earth must have been gathered 
up in a vast body on the higher  
places of our globe, vast worlds  
of ice… So that the Azores rose  
up mountainous from the plain  
of Atlantis, where the Atlantic now 
washes, and the Easter Isles and  
the Marquesas and the rest rose 
lofty from the marvelous great 
continent of the Pacific. / In that  
world men lived and taught and  
knew, and were in one complete 
correspondence over all the earth.”  
D. H. Lawrence, “Foreword,”  
in Fantasia of the Unconscious. 
 
“the road which leads me  
to you is safe /  
even when it runs into oceans” 
Edmond Jabès, 
The Book of Questions, Vol. 1. 
 
“And now we rushed into  
the embraces of the cataract,  
where a chasm threw itself open  
to receive us.” 
Edgar Allan Poe, 
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon  
Pym of Nantucket. 
 
“Where are the peoples that  
have gone before, and serve as  
a lesson for those who can learn? 
Where are the kings of China,  
the masters of might and power? 
Where is ‘Ad, son of Shaddad,  
and the buildings he raised up?  
Where is Nimrod, the mighty tyrant? 
Where is Pharaoh, who refused  
to believe his God?” 
Tales of the 1001 Nights. 

(who remains in his cabin). 
 
 
 

Our predicament  
is not easily analyzed. 

 
We were entering the channel  

and Möbius was reading a chart. 
      

The last record  
of a transit dated back  

to the Reggaen era,  
when the TITANIC  

was pulled under; the fear,  
for us, was that portions  

of the seaweed had shifted  
through the ages. 

 
I heard Möbius gasp. 

 
What Occam and I saw,  

as we turned to look,  
were Möbius’s forearms  
inserted past her elbows, 

beyond the main control panel,  
into the sea. 

 
The Crystal seemed ethereal;  

her forearms penetrated the hull. 
 

And when Möbius  
withdrew her arms,  

they were wet. 
 

To our dismay, not only did  
she suffer contamination,  

but her symptoms  
worsened immediately. 

 
The whole course of the sickness 

accelerated before us: 
her teeth and hair fell out,  

                        marks appeared on her 
skin, she became tired,  

was speechless and confused, etc... 



 
“He—for there could be  
no doubt of his sex, though  
the fashion of the time did  
something to disguise it— 
was in the act of slicing at  
the head of a Moor which swung  
from the rafters. It was the colour  
of an old football, and more or  
less the shape of one, save for  
the sunken cheeks and a strand  
or two of coarse, dry hair,  
like the hair on a cocoanut.” 
Virginia Woolf, 
Orlando. 
 
“Snow on his beard.  
But he had no beard…” 
H. D.  
End to Torment:  
A Memoir of Ezra Pound. 
 
“What remains intact is what  
was there in the beginning:  
space and the spirit of fiction.” 
Jean Baudrillard, 
America. 
 
“For an instant I think I saw.  
I saw the loneliness of man as  
a gigantic wave which had been  
frozen in front of me, held back  
by the invisible wall of a metaphor… 
Don Juan… stood up and gently  
put his hand on my shoulder.”  
Carlos Castaneda,  
Journey to Ixtlan. 
  
“I moved further down and reached 
out my hand to the next wave… 
It hesitated, withdrew, then flowed 
over my hand yet without touching it, 
in such a way that a narrow layer  
of air remained between the surface  
of my gauntlet and the inside  
of the covering, which instantly  

 
She staggered off, moaning,  

and wandered in a daze, 
putting the ship on alert. 

 
Making her way  

to the engine room,  
by the propeller shaft 

she succumbed to Sleep. 
 

As in the Mysteries of E.-P.,  
the water started seeping  

from her body soon after,  
forming the pool  
in which she lies. 

 
 
 

The location of the body  
and the presence of water 

seemed to call  
for a group chant,  

to hasten the disappearance  
of Möbius’s flesh and  

the shrinking of the puddle. 
 

It was also believed  
that her bones would have  

oracular powers. 
 

So Greenwich, Neanderthal,  
Soho, Thebes and Woodstock,  

began chanting  
around Möbius’s body. 

 
They continue to chant  

as I write. 
 

Their success  
is all the more urgent,  

with Occam  
hanging above them  

by her foot. 
 
 
 



changed consistency, turning  
from liquid to almost fleshy.”  
Stanislav Lem, 
Solaris. 
 
“The fifth dimension’s a tesseract.  
You add to the other four  
dimensions and you can travel  
through space without having 
to go the long way around. In  
other words, to put it into Euclid,  
or old-fashioned plane geometry,  
a straight line is not the shortest 
distance between two points.” 
Madeleine L’Engle, 
A Wrinkle in Time. 
 
“absolute Philosophy 
19th century idealists… were heavily 
influenced by Immanuel Kant (1724 -
1804)… These idealists concluded 
that the world as we see it is some- 
how derivative, apparent, relative,  
incomplete, and even contradictory… 
They used ‘the absolute’ as a term  
for reality as it really is, free from 
these limitations but unknowable  
by us. Spinoza (1632-77) and  
the Greek philosopher Parmenides 
(early 5th century BC… ) have been   
seen as forerunners of this doctrine.” 
Jennifer Bothamley, 
Dictionary of Theories. 
 
“It’s the one who starts  
who wins. / You have to take  
an even number. / The lowest  
whole uneven number. / 
It’s a logarithmic series. /  
You have to pick a different row  
each time. / Divided by three. /  
Seven times seven forty-nine.” 
Alain Robbe-Grillet, 
Last Year at Marienbad. 
 
“Those discords, / I don’t think, / 

When the meteor struck,  
Occam was in the Quietist room,  

just above the propeller vault. 
 

She was trying to communicate  
with the presumed origin  

of the noise haunting the ship,  
the ghost of a drowned sailor. 

      
Incredibly, while the meteor  

hovered near sea level, 
the floor seemed to melt away  

and disintegrate. 
 

As Occam sank through,  
her foot got caught  

in the fibers of the Crystal,  
until she went tumbling  

head over heels. 
 

There was no contact with  
Möbius’s body or the water below,  
so Occam escaped contamination;  
but the Crystal quickly hardened, 

leaving her hanging. 
 
 
 

As we wait  
for the situation to change,  

the Jovian fleet is sailing  
toward our present position,  

under the general command of  
Kooch on the Flagship METIS. 

 
Their ships are the largest  

in the world,  
and next to those  

of the Vandals, the fastest. 
 

They include, in addition  
to the METIS, the DEIMOS, 
the PHOBOS, the CHIRON,  

the CHARON, the ANANKE,  
the TITAN, the TRITON,  

              the TITANIA, the IO  



Will reach the sky.” 
Sappho, Fragments. 
 
“There are seven vowels, seven  
strings to the scale, seven Pleiades... 
The interval from alpha to omega  
in the alphabet is equal to that  
from the lowest note of a flute 
to the highest, whose number  
is equal to that of the whole system  
of the universe.”  
Aristotle, 
Metaphysics. 
 
“The seven inner circles revolved 
gently in the opposite direction  
to the whole… And the spindle  
turned on the knees of Necessity,  
and up above on each of the rims  
of the circles a Siren stood, borne 
around in its revolution and uttering 
one sound, one note, and from  
all eight there was the concord  
of a single harmony.” 
Plato, 
The Republic. 
 
“in a Time of Wars seeking  
the end of Time / the Song 
of What War shall I sing?” 
Robert Duncan,  
“The Five Songs,” 
in Ground Work II: In the Dark. 
 
“Until the Jaunte Age dawned,  
the three Inner Planets (and  
the Moon) had lived in delicate 
economic balance with the seven 
inhabited Outer Satellites:  
Io, Europa, Ganymede, and  
Callisto of Jupiter; Rhea and Titan  
of Saturn; and Lassell of Neptune.” 
Alfred Bester,  
The Stars My Destination. 
 
“I hunt among stones.” 

and the EUROPA. 
 

The Jovians had no sooner  
rendezvoused with  

the Zen at the foot of  
the Platonic Iceberg  

when the meteor  
pierced through the sky. 

      
The meteor’s descent  

and prolonged standstill  
forced the Jovians and  

Zen to break rank:  
the vibrations in the aether,  

triggering an alchemical  
reaction, affected the Crystal  
of the two fleets differently. 

 
Waves erupted over the sea. 

 
As a result,  

while the Zen follow  
the Digamma-Rarian border, 

the Jovians are proceeding  
in our direction, 

and will loop around  
for a scheduled linkup  

with the Zombis,  
South of the Thorn Mists  
in the Ocean of Reading. 

 
  
 

Latest readings  
from the S\S MARU,  

the Byzantine scout vessel  
furthest afar of our forces,   

indicate that the alien armada,  
still inside the Orionis Ripple,  

consists of sixteen different  
squadrons disposed along four  

rows, in units of one, three,  
five and seven squadrons. 

 
    Other reports claim the vessels  

are built of Bluestone, and  



Charles Olson, “The Kingfishers.” 
 
“The light clung around him  
like a skin, lit the dark hangings 
behind the stage. He was projecting.”  
William Gibson, 
Neuromancer. 
 
“Nothing says anything / but  
that which it wishes / would  
come true, fears / what else might 
happen in / some other place,  
some / other time not this one.” 
Robert Creeley, “For Love.” 

have fylfot propellers  
like our own. 

 
There is no index  

of the Years  
they have crossed  

to get here. 
 
 
 

I hunger for love;  
and ask for your Fire,  

so that I am safe  
from the dark. 

 
 

Your lover, 
  

 S. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE SCALES 
 
 
 

Dear S.,  
 
 
You came in a Flame,  
across the Years  
that separate Hel  
from the Shade  
and the Shadows of Edh. 
 
I was at Le Qui Vive  
in the Province of Hunter,  
after traveling from Olympus  
to Viaduct View,  
by way of Point Blanks  
and the Chasm Atlantl. 
 
The sky was a vast dome  
of White glass.  
 
Below, smooth sheets of Bluestone 
unfurled in all directions,  
through Shadows and fields of ivy.  
 
I sat in a circle  
of Thrones, and watched  
in the near distance  
the light from a Red Chasm,  
as it danced on the face  
of an overhanging cliff. 
 
My fear was that the sky  
would shatter.  
 
I hesitated, tempted by the Chasm.  
 
I could run at once  
over the smooth open stone, 
and leap.  
 
Or I could wait,  
and trust my hand. 
 

 
 
 

“I, Hermes, stand here  
by the windy row of trees /  

in the crossroads,  
near the white-edged beach, /  

with rest for people exhausted  
by their road; / and the spring  

murmurs cold and clear.” 
Anyte (c. 300 BCE),  

“Epigrams” (tr. I. M. Plant). 
 

“For here an empty echo 
reaches into Hades. / But there is 

silence among the dead 
and darkness closes their eyes.” 

Erinna (c. 350 BCE), “The Distaff.” 
 

“As Dawn leaves ocean’s / seas,  
she drags from heaven / 

the holy light of the moon, / 
while the Seasons take life 

from ambrosial Zeus /  
among the flowers of spring...” 

Corinna (c. 200 BCE), “Orestes.” 
 

“It was an age of freaks, monsters,  
and grotesques. All the world  

was misshapen in marvelous and 
malevolent ways. The Classicists  
and Romantics who hated it were  

unaware of the potential greatness  
of the twenty-fifth century.” 

Alfred Bester,  
The Stars My Destination. 

 
“It’s prodigies held in time’s amber /  

old destructions / and the theme  
of revival the heart asks for. /  

The past and futures are / full of  
disasters, splendors / shaken to earth,  



Then I saw you coming   
across the way, wrapped in Fire.  
 
You spoke in a deep Voice  
that was loud and garbled.  
 
In the moment thereafter,  
I understood  
that my triad of Cards  
fell on two different lines. 
 
But with 89 cents at stake— 
on The Strong Force // reversed,  
The War Machine, The Mendicant— 
the danger felt closer than ever. 
 
 
 
Earlier, I was with Baboozas  
and Jykks at Fin-de-Siècle  
in Genome Province,  
where the angels  
are said to play music.  
 
I can see Fin-de-Siècle 
from here, where I write,  
by the cedars of Saxe  
and Zildjian—  
and behind the saloon  
the vapors rising from the ground.  
 
The ouzo there is lush  
and medium-bodied,  
not too spicy,  
but not flabby or soft either;  
it has a delightful aftertaste.  
 
(The ouzo I had had earlier  
at Qui Vive was less structured;  
“so goddamn mellow,”  
Rem had said after the Game,  
“I raised the goddamn stakes  
too goddamn high.”)  
 
I was aware of rumors  
concerning the coupling of Youth  

seas rising to overshadow /  
shores and roaring in.” 

Robert Duncan, “Atlantis.” 
 

“I created, O holy Zarathustra,  
a place, a Creation of delight,  

[but] nowhere was created  
a possibility [of approach].” 

The Avesta (tr. A. H. Bleeck). 
 

 “Our lord, the lord of the near,  
of the nigh, is made to laugh.  

He is arbitrary, he is capricious…  
We make him laugh;  

he is making a mockery of us.” 
Florentine Codex,  

in I. Clendinnen, Aztecs. 
 

“And I beheld the Spirit  
of the Lord, that it was upon  

the Gentiles, and they did  
prosper and obtain the land for  

their inheritance; and I beheld that 
they were white, and they were 

exceedingly fair and beautiful…”  
The Book of Mormon,  

Nephi 1:13. 
 

“We had come to our decision. 
Ancient history told long ago, old 
sorrows long since healed…  And 

though … the gruesomeness of  
the present was irrefutably conveyed 
by the beggars’s words, we laughed   

and shook our heads and refused  
to listen any longer. So eager are  

our people to obliterate the present.” 
Franz Kafka,  

“The Great Wall of China.” 
 

 “The sun shone, having no  
alternative, on the nothing new.” 

Samuel Beckett, 
Murphy. 

 
“We are just now seeing,  



in JuJw Forest  
by the ancient Tar Pits  
of Rom. 
 
At Fort ‘Qinx I heard  
two Antipodeans, Xòxòthròs  
and Râ, discussing the incident.  
 
I heard a similar story  
from Jeez, our friend, and Mosads,  
of the Foreskin Generation,  
at Acid Pond. 
 
From the Crater of Led,  
there were also reports  
of a drowned Youth,  
whose last word was:  
“Bird-Dog!”  
 
In fact, the rumors had started  
with Baboozas and Jykks,  
who both saw what happened  
and confirmed the news. 
 
 
 
Baboozas, who hails from Krylon,  
sat in a velvet tunic  
and gloves  
by the Bar next to Jykks.  
 
He was dreaming.  
 
So Jykks did the talking  
at first.  
 
They were passing from  
Vaudeville to the Valley  
of The Wind of Knives,  
when they overheard  
the nearby revelry of Youth.  
 
Together, they took  
an abandoned stairway  
down to the beach,  
where they hid in a cave.  

amidst the fads and distractions,  
the strange fact that what has  

been most modern in our time was 
what was most archaic.”  

Guy Davenport,  
“The Symbol of the Archaic.”  

 
 “On desperate seas long wont  

to roam… / Thy Naiad airs have 
brought me home / To the glory  

that was Greece, / And  
the grandeur that was Rome.” 
Edgar Allan Poe, “To Helen.” 

 
“Two nations have been  

essential for our culture: Greece  
(since Rome is a Hellenistic  

extension) and Israel, an Eastern 
country. Both are combined into  

what we call Western civilization.” 
Jorge Luis Borges,  

“The Thousand and One Nights.”  
 

“With the flow of the centuries  
I have lost the secret of Egypt…”  

Clarice Lispector, 
Aqua Viva. 

 
“And Moses stretched out his hand 

over the sea; and the Lord caused  
the sea to go back by a strong east 

wind all that night, and made the sea 
dry land and the waters were divided.” 

Exodus 14.  
 

“At the end of Odysseus’ 
recounting of his voyages, at  

the exact center of The Odyssey 
 (the conclusion of Book XII),  
there occurs the most uncanny 

of episodes, that of the Oxen of  
the Sun. It is uncanny because  

there seems to be a transformation 
—or phantom translation— 

of another celebrated sequence in 
the West’s core repertory of episodes:  



 
About twenty Youth  
were making their way  
along the shore,  
in the company  
of a tall fair-headed boy,  
whose erect phallus seemed  
the totem urging them onward.  

 
The Youth were laughing  
and singing and dancing,  
until they stopped near the cave...  

 
At this point, however,  
Jykks’s eyes turned White,  
and the dreamscape set in. 
  
 
 
I was about to go,  
when Baboozas awoke  
from his dream. 
 
In the dream, he said,  
angels writhed in pain  
on a mound of ears. 
 
After a few drinks,  
he resumed Jykks’s story.  
 
The Youth were gathered  
beside McDonalds,  
their Sex-aroused guide  
with the curly hair,  
when Gucci emerged  
from the sea. 
 
Shapely and firm of flesh,  
Gucci had pale skin  
and a pretty face,  
with short dark hair  
and small darkish teeth.  
 
As she stood on the sand,  
resplendent with new life,  
they offered her poems  

that of the Golden Calf and its sequel 
in Exodus 32… The book of  

Skylla and Charybdis… [is] in 
substantial contact not only with  
the episodes of the Golden Calf  

and the Levite purge, but also  
perhaps with that of the crossing  

of the Red Sea… The most  
suggestive fragment the Greek text 

in relation to the Exodus episode  
is the celebrated suggestion that  

it will be Odysseus’s destiny to die 
after a trip “where men have lived  
with meat unsalted, never known  
the sea, nor seen seagoing ships” 

(11, 127-137). There his oar,  
borne aloft, will be confused with  

a “winnowing fan”… This supplement 
… is an inexplicable (…) oscillation 

between the maritime world  
of The Odyssey and the parched  

desert world of Exodus.” 
Jeffrey Mehlman, “Core of the Core:  

A Phantasmagoria in Translation.”  
 

“There are no records  
outside the Bible which indicate 

Merneptah, or any Pharoah,   
to have drowned in the Red Sea.” 

Isaac Asimov, 
Asimov’s Guide to the Bible. 

 
“All of these unholy powers are 
delivered unto the judgment of  

the Kingdom, which is called  
‘the great sea,’ in order that they  
may be uprooted each in his own 
grade, and be utterly cast down,  

and when they are broken above,  
all their counterparts below are also 
broken and lost in the ‘lower sea.’” 

Zohar, “Beshalach.” 
 

“It is at the level of the interference 
of many practices that things happen, 

beings, images, concepts,  



and blessed her with myrtle.  
 
Then, arm in arm,  
McDonalds and Gucci  
led the others  
in a joyous procession  
by the sea, past the cave,  
toward JuJw Forest—  
each rear end  
more beautiful than the next,  
according to Baboozas.  
 
The Youth made their way  
to the Colossus of Jersey,  
outside the Pillars of Plymouth;  
then, inland, beyond  
the flying megaliths  
in the Salt Flats of Ut,  
to the Great Wall.  
 
The party reached its destination  
on a hillside  
near the Rom Pits.  
 
Amid a grove  
where the bristlecone pines  
chime in the wind,  
Baboozas and Jykks  
were amazed to discover  
a new pool... 
  
They quickly hid behind  
a large rock, to behold 
the secret rite of passage.  
 
 
 
Seven sisters prepared the ceremony  
by making the Tremolo.  
 
All of the Youth assembled  
around the pool, in a pattern  
of circles within circles,  
before sitting down  
in the Lotus position. 
 

all kinds of events.” 
Gilles Deleuze, 

Cinema 2. 
 

“Men on Earth have had  
the presentiment of a superior being 

who may one day succeed them  
but… no scientist, philosopher, or  
poet has ever imagined this super-

human in the guise of an ape.” 
Pierre Boule, 

Planet of the Apes. 
 

“The air got too full once, of 
chemicals, rays, radiation, the water 

swarmed with toxic molecules,  
all that takes years to clean up…   

Who knows, your very flesh may be 
polluted, dirty as an oily beach…” 

Margaret Atwood, 
The Handmaid’s Tale. 

 
 “The mayor… lists the disasters,  

the droughts, the storms, the fires,  
the encroaching seas that swallowed 

up so much of the land, the brutal war 
for what little sustenance remained.”  

Suzanne Collins, 
The Hunger Games. 

 
“The brain-pan of the New Tower of 

Babel was Peopled with numbers.” 
Thea von Harbou, 

Metropolis. 
 

“Ubik talks to us from the future,  
from the end state toward  

which everything is moving.” 
Philip K. Dick, 

The Exegesis. 
 

“One can speak of the good mental 
health of van Gogh… in a world  

in which every day one eats vagina 
cooked in green sauce or penis of 

newborn child whipped and beaten  



When the Tremolo ceased,  
Gucci and McDonalds approached,  
separated by the water  
and the surrounding congregation.  
 
They stood face-to-face,  
and after declaring Murphy’s Law 
climbed into the pool together.  
 
 
 
To hear the rest,  
you would think  
that The Book of The Angels  
had come true.  
 
While strong gusts of wind  
rattled the pines,  
the pool’s bubbling water  
began to part down the middle,  
forming two separate walls  
that grew higher and higher,  
until a trail of mud  
was cleared across the bottom.  
 
With the wind gusting violently,  
two Elders—the man “Bird-Dog”  
and the woman “Rainbow”— 
got up from the mud, and 
stepping into the walls of water 
rinsed themselves clean.  
 
They climbed out  
and joined the others.  
 
Then the waters collapsed  
in a downpour,  
and the wind became still. 
 
During the subsequent rites,  
the crowd offered Rainbow— 
the reborn McDonalds,  
who was blind—a “badge”;   
and they gave the gap-toothed  
Bird-Dog, formerly Gucci,  
a “striped towel”  

to a pulp… And this is not just  
an image, but a fact abundantly  

and daily repeated and cultivated 
throughout the world.” 

Antonin Artaud, “Van Gogh,  
the Man Suicided by Society.” 

 
“In the absence of grounding tyranny 

of the Whole the worm-function  
(( )hole function) internally re-

configures its modules and turns itself 
into a more versatile line through 

participation with the complex  
whose recesses are interconnected.”  

Reza Negarestani,  
Cyclonopedia.  

 
“What is the poet for, if not  

to scream / himself into a hernia  
of admiration for all paradoxical 

integuments: the kiss, the / bomb, 
cathedrals and the zeppelin  

 anchored / to the hill of dreams?” 
Frank O’Hara, 

 “Ashes on Saturday Afternoon.” 
 

“Johnny is a joker that's a' tryin'  
to steal my baby (he's a bird dog).” 
The Everly Brothers, “Bird Dog.”  

 
“O they are holy days when  

our heart first tests its wings.” 
 Friedrich Hölderlin, 

Hyperion. 
 

“I remember my first birth in  
water. All round me a sulphurous 
transparency… I sway and float,  
stand on boneless toes listening  

for distant sounds, sounds beyond  
the reach of human ears, see things 

beyond the reach of human eyes.  
Born full of memories of the bells  

of the Atlantide… I cut the air with 
wide-slicing fins and swim through 

wall-less rooms… Ejected from  



and a “pair of Plastic thongs.”  
 
Baboozas, however,  
seemed increasingly lost  
in the memory of the event,  
speaking by fits and starts  
and mumbling incoherently. 
 
As far as I could tell,  
his confusion centered around  
two fragments of Crystal 
that Jykks had later discovered  
at the site.  
 
They bore the inscriptions  
“AM” and “IS.” 
 
But suddenly a dream interfered,  
leaving Baboozas in mid-sentence.  
 
 
 
I am reminded of a dream  
I had forgotten.  
 
It was in a Green,  
with a panorama that gave  
on the Chasm Atlantl.  
 
There, the Shadows climb  
to a Colorless sky  
inside a crater, whose walls,  
set with remnants of old brick, 
surround me.  
 
From an abandoned stairway  
coated with seaweed, I look  
down at a mass of bones  
that covers the ground.  
 
The surface keeps changing,  
because a portion of the bones 
disappears at odd intervals.  
 
Although, in real time,  
they would remain invisible,  

a paradise of soundlessness,  
cathedrals wavering at the passage  

of a body, like soundless music.” 
Anais Nin. 

The House of Incest. 
 

“When the individual finds  
a partner in kemmer, hormonal 

secretion is further stimulated…  
until in one partner either a male  

or female hormonal dominance  
is established. The genitals  

engorge or shrink accordingly,  
foreplay intensifies, and the partner, 

triggered by the change,  
takes on the other sexual role…” 

Ursula Le Guin, 
The Left Hand of Darkness. 

 
“Eroticism, it may be said,  

is assenting to life  
up to the point of death.” 

George Bataille, “Eroticism.” 
 

“He stood upright in complete 
nakedness before us, and while  

the trumpets pealed Truth! Truth! 
Truth! we have no choice left but 

confess—he was a woman…  
Let biologists and psychologists 

determine. It is enough for us  
to state the simple fact; Orlando  
was a man till the age of thirty;  
when he became a woman and  

has remained so ever since.” 
Virginia Woolf, 

Orlando. 
 

“What love lays bare in me is energy.”  
Roland Barthes,  

A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments. 
  

“It's a new generation / 
Looking for a peace of mind /  
New generation / Groovin' it  

down the line. / New generation / 



I know that in my dream  
these are the bones of Youth— 
fading now and again  
above the bones of the parents. 
 
Perhaps I am waiting;  
as if for an answer  
from you...  
 
 
Your lover,  
 
A. 

 

Groovin' it all the time.” 
Albert Ayler,  

“New Generation,” in New Grass.  
 

“And beneath: the clear bones,  
far down, / Thousand on thousand…” 

Ezra Pound,  
Cantos, XX. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



THE MENDICANT 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“It had been a [dream,]  
he shuddered… He [rubbed]  
his eyes with his hands,  
there was desolate [silence.] /  
The dream........ / The dream........”  
The Epic of Gilgamesh, 
“The Death of Bilgames”  
(tr. A. George).  
 
“So when did archaeology  
begin? And who was the first 
archaeologist?... Nabodinus,  
the last king of Babylon, dug  
and restored Ur. Nabodinus  
was delighted to find at Ur  
‘the inscriptions of former  
ancient kings,’ and his daughter  
En-nigaldi-Nanna (her name was 
formerly transcribed incorrectly  
as Belshalti-Nanner) had dug  
for years at the temple of Agade.  
When a heavy downpour of rain  
opened a great gallery revealing  
the temple it is recorded that this 
discovery ‘made the king’s heart  
glad and caused his countenance  
to brighten.’ The princess seemed  
to have a room in her house for  
her collection of local antiquities.” 
Glyn Daniel, 
A Short History of Archaeology. 
 
“History, which interprets the present 
to understand the past and confront  
the future, is the least rewarding 
discipline for a dying species.” 
P. D. James, 
Children of Men. 
 

Dear A., 
 
 

Commander Exprès  
had a dream, and told it  

to the Poetess Avon,  
who told it in verse  

after breakfast, below deck. 
 

In the dream, it was  
the Day of the Unborn.  

 
Distant whistles echoed  

on the sea; the water  
flashed, non-stop, with  

deep and brilliant bursts  
of Phosphorescence. 

 
Scud and Ducs, robots,  

cursed the surf at the edge  
of our homeland  

as the Thorn Mists  
receded toward the jungle  

of the Ziggurats... 
 
      
 

By order of the Commander,  
the engine room has been sealed 

as two guards stand watch— 
first, Nobadinus and Rosetta, 
then Cowabonga and Kongō. 

 
Möbius hangs by her toes  

over the spare shaft, 
in the place of Occam, 

whose bones have been  
tossed overboard. 

 
Van Rr’Ubik is Dead;  

the profile of her Shadow  
covers half the figurehead,  



“Underlined in red pencil was  
a name that meant nothing to me:  
André Berton. It appeared on two  
different pages. I found the first of 
these and learned that Berton had been  
the co-pilot on Shannahan’s ship.  
The next mention of his name  
was over a hundred pages later.” 
Stanislav Lem, 
Solaris. 
 
“There is no Frigate like a Book /  
To take us Lands away.” 
Emily Dickinson (1286). 
 
“In navigation it is not 
the cleverest who are fortunate,  
but (just as in throwing dice  
one man throws a blank and  
another a six) a man is fortunate 
according as things were arranged  
by nature. Or is it because he is  
loved by God, as the phrase goes,  
and because success is something  
from outside? As for instance  
a badly built ship often gets through  
a voyage better, though not owing 
to itself, but because it has a good  
man at the helm. But on this showing  
the fortunate man has the deity  
as steersman. But it is strange  
that a god or deity should love  
a man of this sort, and not the best  
and most prudent.” 
Aristotle, 
Eudemian Ethics. 
 
“At last, the boat still passing on,  
was forced into another world,  
for it is impossible to round this 
world’s globe from Pole to Pole,  
so as we do from East to West; 
because the Poles of the other  
world, joining to the Poles of this,  
do not allow any further passage  
to surround the world that way.” 

port-side. 
 

 The chant of Greenwich,  
Neanderthal, Soho, Thebes,  
and Woodstock is non-stop, 

almost a motor’s murmur,  
as if encompassing  

the conundrum-that-binds  
both in our Fate  

and Jupiter’s Kâ Ma. 
    

At times, the Voice of Möbius  
can be heard to echo 

beyond the bulkhead,  
shouting at them to Be free! 

 
 
 

The general strategy,  
planned by Inspector 17,  

involves a multiplex  
power base, deployed  

in two matching flanks  
along the perimeter  
of the alien theater. 

 
Latest readings from  

the S\S MARU of Byzantium 
indicate that the alien fleet,  

still inside the Orionis Ripple, 
is engaged in an offensive  
maneuver: their formation 

 presents four parallel lines  
of seven, five, three and  

one squadron, respectively. 
 

According to the Zombis,  
the scout vessel MILES  
proceeds full steam past  

Lenin’s Loop to the Sampi Sea, 
where the Vandal Superships  
A-1, K-1, B-2, T-2, U-2, B-3,  

D-3, D-4 and the Flagship  
DOUBLE ZERO  

have already arrived. 
 



Margaret Cavendish, 
The Blazing World. 
 
“Why had I not thought of  
this simple solution before?…  
I drew the geometrical figure 
illustrating the theorem of 
Pythagoras… I had even discussed  
this during the voyage with  
Professor Antelle, who approved  
of the method. He had added,  
I distinctly remembered, that  
the Euclidean rules, being  
completely false, were no doubt  
for that very reason universal.” 
Pierre Boule, 
Planet of the Apes.  
 
“Never do anything which  
you do not understand.” 
The Golden Verses of Pythagoras. 
 
“Let it be said at the beginning that  
no woman has ever more completely 
given herself to man’s ideas, or felt 
less antagonism towards him that I.” 
Frances Boldereff,  
in Charles Olson and  
Frances Boldereff:  
A Modern Correspondence.  
(ed. R. Maud and S. Thesen.) 
 
“His head passed down a sky  
(as suns the circle of a year). / 
His other shoulder, open side  
and thigh maintained, / by law  
of conservation of / the graveness  
of his center, / their clockwise  
fall. / Then he knew, so came 
to apogee / and earned and  
wore himself as amulet.” 
 Charles Olson, 
“The Moebius Strip.”  
 
“If I have time! Time / 
is a shell love breaks.” 

The Zombis also report  
that the VALHALLAH,  

the AOLIAN, the BARAQA  
and the YUCATAN  

have formed a crescent line 
with a reconnaissance force  

of five Zen vessels:  
the ST. LAWRENCE,  

the GLOUCESTER,  
the MOUND CITY,  
the METACOMET 

and the LEVIATHAN. 
 

Once assembled,  
the Zen-Zombi Holy League  

will have a center under  
the joint command of Mandala  
aboard the BIOTA and Nemo  

aboard the BOUNTY. 
     

The remainder of the Alliance  
is to be distributed between 

 a van co-led by Capts. America  
of the TANG and Lucy  

of the DETERMINATOR. 
 
 
 

On the advice of  
the Byzantines, who are  
now in “the Rain under  

the Sea,” the split mantras  
of Auto-da-fè will power  

the juggernath (with  
pre-selected mantras Bo  

(Sony) and Wiki-Wiki  
(ben-Cnopee) for back up,  

after switch to left eye). 
 

So Sony and ben-Cnopee 
received Salt and Wax  

for the wickerwork,  
while in the bunker  

the Captain’s spyglass,  
Areopagiticus, was pulled  

from the stones. 



C. Olson,  
in Charles Olson and  
Frances Boldereff:  
A Modern Correspondence. 
 
“Ayla tasted the primordial forest 
again, then felt it turn to warm salt.” 
Jean M. Auel, 
Clan of the Cave Bear. 
 
“Nothing the peoples of  
Europe have produced is worth  
the first known poem that  
appeared among them. Perhaps  
they will yet rediscover the epic 
genius, when they learn that  
there is no refuge from fate,  
learn not to admire force, not  
to hate the enemy, not to scorn 
the unfortunate. How soon this  
will happen is another question.” 
Simone Weil, 
The Iliad, or The Poem of Force. 
 
 “Quand partons- nous  
pour le bonheur?” 
 [“When do we set sail 
for happiness?”] 
Charles Baudelaire, in  
Katherine Anne Porter, 
Ship of Fools (epigraph).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Scard’nelli the Bo’sun  

(who replaces Sokrates  
the Librarian, who replaces  

van Rr’Ubik at the helm) was  
assigned to Urim-Thummin 

by Remote Commander CD,  
and will give another reading  

from Monte Fan Tan’s  
Dātā-Dādā-Bābā-Bāvā. 

 
 
 

For the Byzantines  
“the Rain under the Sea”  

is a natural state of suspension  
that can last indefinitely. 

 
In virtual silence,  

the Byzantine crew  
succumbs to the glamour  

of Sex, as the vessel  
rides at the tip of  

a speeding current,  
whose course it controls  

with fourfold lock  
on Atomatic pilot. 

 
A good omen, they say. 

 
As perverse as it is timely. 

 
 
 

Now and always, 
 
 

Love, 
 

            S. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



“shipwreck this / / pertaining  
to man / without vessel /  
no matter / where vain” 
Stéphane Mallarmé, 
“A Throw of the Dice  
Will Never Abolish Chance.” 

 

P.S. Mayday!    
 

   S\S MARU. 
 

 Byzantines unable to surface,  
Zen are on standby.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE WHEEL OF CHANCE 
 
 
 

Dear S.,  
 
 
They all dream;  
fifteen bodies in all.   
 
In the Shade,  
the White of their eyes  
takes on a life  
of its own:  
Tristis, Histrix, Lenz,  
Phar, Coronatu...  
face up on the bench,  
mouth open.  
 
Beyond the door the Red  
seems radiant against  
the darkness of the saloon.  
 
At Le Passé the ouzo  
addresses the palate powerfully,  
and yet manages its dramatic girth  
with supple and buoyant grace,  
so that the impact  
in the mouth is large  
but not ponderous,  
while the aftertaste fades  
with haunting slowness, releasing  
a last emanation of flavor—   
     
 
 
(I have just heard a Sound  
that I have heard before. 
 
Déjà vu, from a dream... 
 
I am in a Card Game.  
 
Hiva, Le Risqué.  
 
One Dollar:  

 
 
 

“Beginning, before it becomes  
a historical event, is the supreme 
capacity of man: politically it is 
identical with man’s freedom.” 

Hannah Arendt, 
The Origins of Totalitarianism. 

 
“Canst thou draw out leviathan  

with an hook? Or his tongue with  
a cord which thou lettest down?” 

The Book of Job 41:1. 
 

The dreamer is in the center,  
the “I” or Eye of the Dream.”  

Robert Duncan,  
The H. D. Book  

(ed. M. Boughn & V. Coleman). 
 

“No, / no, / no, / no, / no, / no, / 
that was a dream.” 

H. D., 
Hippolytus Temporizes. 

 
“I think mebbe he’s troubling  

her dreams.”  
Ezra Pound (tr.),  

Elektra. 
 

“From the depths of the West of 
Europe, / A young child will be born of 

poor people, / He who by his tongue 
will seduce a great troop… / The greater 

part of the battlefield will be against 
Hister. / Into a cage of iron will  

the great one be drawn, / When the child 
of Germany observes nothing." 

Nostradamus, 
The Prophecies. 

 



on The Mendicant  
and The Wheel.  
 
Like the Sound of waves,  
if the waves had Sound.) 
   
 
 
Decoded from the Gnostic  
and Indo-Californian,  
these “beads” are the Post- 
Torture tears of Atlas.  
 
“A Saint’s torment  
for All / or for None  
but the Dead.” 
 
Here, in this saloon,  
a mass of hundreds,  
thousands of them,  
everywhere.  
 
On the floor and ceiling,  
along the wooden Bar  
and the old mirrors  
on the wall,  
even on the bodies:  
a face, covered with them;  
and in the corner,  
like a sand dune,  
across the European  
in a paper dress.  
 
The Book of A. Hyster’s  
Meditations,  
or A Child’s Within,  
describes their Color  
as “God-like.”   
 
I am alone,  
called to the threshold  
that they adorn. 
 
 
 
It was no different  

“I wonder why the oracle would write  
a novel. Did you ever think of asking it 
that? And why one about the Germans 

and the Japanese losing the war?”  
Philip K. Dick, 

The Man in the High Castle. 
 

“‘If you saw Atlas, the giant who 
holds the world on his shoulders, if 

you saw that he stood, blood running 
down his chest, his knees buckling,  

his arms trembling but still trying to 
hold the world aloft with the last of  

his strength, and the greater his effort  
the heavier the world bore down upon 

his shoulders—What would you tell 
him?’ / ‘I…don't know. What… could 

he do? What would you tell him?’ / 
‘To shrug.’” 

Ayn Rand,  
Atlas Shrugged. 

 
“The dews drop slowly and  

dreams gather: unknown  
spears / Suddenly hurtle before  
my dream-awakened eyes….” 

W. B. Yeats, 
 “The Valley of the Black Pig.”  

 
“Who sacrifices pigs  

to the god of war?”  
Aristophanes,  

The Acharnians.  
 

“Why should the tides of Tahiti follow 
the sun rather than the moon?” 

Rachel Carson,  
The Sea Around Us. 

 
“They say that… if a wooden cup  

is thrown into the Alpheus  
in Greece, it will reappear in  

Arethusa’s well in Sicily.” 
Edith Hamilton,  

Mythology. 
 



when I arrived.  
 
The Dust stirred in the richness  
of this same light.  
 
At Le Sang-Froid  
they stuck to the Ice  
on Cuculc’s body, and  
to a map-of-the-world  
on the wall.  
 
They line the Stone Age  
riverbed nearby,  
in Arathussa,  
and the phantom waterfalls  
at the end of Graecia’s Land.  
 
The Book of Days says  
they were last seen in  
the Blow-Up Days of C’crete,  
when O’Nasa’s Towers  
served as center of the Trades. 
 
   
 
Suspended before me,  
a single new bead  
is crossing the room  
like a pearl of pure light,  
slowly traveling  
from the window,  
where I saw it leave,  
to the opposite wall  
on my left, toward  
the Bar and the tables. 
 
It moves as I write.  
 
When the movement  
is complete, and  
the thing comes to rest,  
the writing will have ended,  
so that you know.   
 
 
 

“a peri-Mediterranean syllabary  
neither Greek nor Egyptian  

nor Semitic / but in between them  
such as the lines Eratosthenes ran  

before Pytheas / were as good  
as all the distances of the globe  

then turned out to / be—as rivers  
run under seas and bays to come up /  

Meander under Piryne as / Alpheus  
under the Adriatic to / Latinum” 

Charles Olson, 
The Maximus Poems: Volume Three 

(posthumous). 
 

 ‘And from this out,’ he said, ‘your 
name will be Cuchulain, the Hound of 
Culain.’ ‘I am better pleased with my 

own name of Setanta, son of Sualtim,’ 
said the boy. ‘Do not say that,’ said 

Cathbad, ‘for all the men in the whole 
world will some day have the name  

of Cuchulain in their mouths.’” 
Lady Gregory, 

Cuchulain of Muirthemne.  
 

“(…reference: constellations, Venus 
included (which here I will show can 

be called KuKulCan… discovering 
this man’s death, April 5, 1208 AD, 

who “rose” with Venus, 8 days later, 
was sufficient unto itself…)” 

C. Olson 
Mayan Letters (ed. R. Creeley).  

 
 “In the period before his final 

retirement he would accept twelve 
cases. And those twelve cases should  
be selected with special reference to  

the twelve labors of ancient Hercules. 
Yes, that would not only be amusing, it 
would be artistic, it would be spiritual.” 

Agatha Christie, 
The Labors of Hercules. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
My love— 
  
A stranger, Bird-Dog  
of Megidon, arrives from  
the Gardens of Pangaea,  
after Fin-de-Siècle,  
and asks to play Cards.  
 
He stands at the Bar, sipping  
ouzo as I end this letter.  
 
Bird-Dog wears a striped towel  
around his waist,  
and walks in Plastic thongs. 
 
He is slim and virile,  
gap-toothed,  
with big pectorals  
and biceps.  
 
 
 
More, later— 
 
 
Your lover,  
 
A. 

 

 
 
 
 

“1400 BC—exactly / 60 years later 
than     2 generations      birth / 

Hercules / was born the / Greek 
Hercules thereabouts / Tiryns or 

Thebes of My / cenae /  
took all of the lineage of Tyre 

or Zeus  /  away / and buried them 
under themselves and their cities / 

Europe was beautiful /  
800 AD to 1250—Java was also, 

Iceland was, Greenland, Vinelanda /  
Boston was 1637” 

C. Olson, 
The Maximus Poems: Volume Three.  

 
“It’ll never be known how this has  
to be told, in the first person or in  
the second, using the third person 

plural or continually inventing  
modes that will serve for nothing.” 

Julio Cortázar,  
“Blow-up” (tr. P. Blackburn).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE STRONG FORCE 
 
 
 

 
 
 
“Ethereal root and cheer and boo / 
The billioned all-time attendance / 

The Zeusian pandemonium / 
Hermes racing Owens / 
The Spitball of Buddha / 

Christ striking out / 
Luther stealing third / 

Planetarium Death Hosannah Bomb / 
Gush the final rose O Spring Bomb” 

          Gregory Corso, “Bomb.” 
 
“I am deliberate /  
and afraid / of nothing.” 
Audre Lorde, “New Year’s Day.”  
 
“I do believe / (Statist though 
I am none, nor like to be) /  
That this will prove a war.” 
William Shakespeare, 
Cymbeline. 
 
“Our mission is one of suicide:  
we present ourselves 
as volunteers for the future.” 
Clarice Lispector,  
Chronicles.  
 
“Without war no stability.” 
Antonin Artaud, 
The New Revelations of Being. 
 
“…The Mare Tenebrarum— 
an ocean well described by the Nubian 
geographer, Ptolemy Hephestion,  
but little frequented in modern days 
unless by the Transcendentalists and 
some other divers for crotchets…” 
Edgar Allan Poe, 
Eureka. 

Dear A., 
 
 

Somewhere, behind us now,  
beyond the Doubloon-Bind 

on La Renaixença Hills,  
we have left a holocaust  
to answer for the Breath  

of the Lord. 
 

We are alone and  
presume the others destroyed. 

 
Commander Exprès  

is in shock, subject to seizures  
during which he spits  

on Glass Ingots, in patterns  
that Venus interprets. 

 
Despite his own odd  

spells of cursing,  
Venus thus guides us, 

the survivors, across  
the Mercurial waters  
of a new Silver Sea, 

“under starry Heavens  
Black as Ink.” 

 
 
 

Only Avon is Dead. 
 

Or half-Dead? 
 

The torso lives—the head,  
the eyes, the mouth— 

while the lower part,  
the legs and feet, have  

passed through the hull  
and are bone in the water. 

 
Minimal seepage so far. 



 
“Paranoid-critical activity  
organizes and objectifies  
in an exclusivist manner  
the unlimited and unknown 
possibilities of the systematic 
association of subjective and  
objective phenomena presenting 
themselves to us as irrational  
concerns, to the exclusive  
advantage of the obsessive  
idea. Paranoid-critical  
activity thus reveals new  
and objective “meanings”  
of the irrational; it tangibly  
makes the very world of delirium  
pass to the level of reality.” 
Salvador Dalí,  
The Conquest of the Irrational. 
 
“Since the Surrealists constantly 
confuse moral nonconformism  
with proletarian revolution,  
they attempt, instead of following  
the course of the modern world,  
to relocate themselves to a historical 
moment when this confusion was  
still possible… And that is certainly 
no accident. For, on the one hand,  
we have here elements—anthropo- 
logical materialism, hostility toward 
progress —which are refractory  
to Marxism, while, on the other hand, 
the will to apokatastasis speaks here, 
the resolve to gather again,  
in revolutionary action and  
in revolutionary thinking, precisely 
the elements of the “too early”  
and the “too late,” of the first 
beginning and the final decay.” 
Walter Benjamin,  
The Arcades Project. 
  
"Old Heraclitus…discovered  
the most marvellous of all 
psychological laws: the regulative 

 
 
 

The Valley of the Centaurs  
at Orionis traverses  

the highest known crests  
in the ocean. 

 
A sort of overload  

must have brought Avon 
 to her Poet’s Death. 

 
Legend and seafaring tales  

from unchartered points 
on the far perimeter,  

compounded by the surreal  
displays in the zigzag  
corridor of the waters,  

weighed her down, 
until she crawled on  
her hands and knees,  
on her stomach, into  

the depths of the hull— 
and sung, chanted,  

whistled the agonized  
melody of her euphoria. 

 
 
 

Second in line, single file  
through the Skyscrapers,  

our ship was aglow to  
the eyes of Indians and  

Jovians, as if lit from within  
by the Crystal mound  

of Avon’s remains. 
 

(“J-junctions of  
the Last Word?” asked  

the phantoms on board,  
who puffed on cigarettes,  

gesturing to the cool  
Green artifacts buried  
in the Orionis walls.) 

 
Within the Zen fleet,  



function of opposites. He called 
it enantiodromia, a running 
contrariwise, by which he meant  
that sooner or later everything  
runs into its opposite." 

Carl Jung,  
Psychological Types. 
 
“The first metamorphosis of fire  
is to become the sea, and half  
of the sea becomes the earth,  
half the flash of lightning.” 
Heraclitus, 
Fragments. 
 
“The earth is surrounded by water,  
just as that is by the sphere of air,  
and that again by the sphere  
called that of fire.” 
Aristotle,  
On Meteorology.  
 
“Lamentings heard i’ the air;  
strange screams of death, /  
And prophesying with accents  
terrible / Of dire combustion 
 and confus’d events.” 
W. Shakespeare, 
Macbeth. 	
 
“O gods! O holy gods!  
Oh! Ohhhh! Ohhhhhhh!” 
(Seamus Heany,  
The Cure at Troy: A Version  
of Sophocles’ Philoctetes). 
 
“then laughter mingled with fury, / 
as host encountered host” 
H. D.  
Helen in Egypt. 
 
“Comedy brought with it too great  
a contrast to the inner despair:  
when such were attempted, it was  
not unfrequent for a comedian, in  
the midst of the laughter occasioned 
by his disproportioned buffoonery,  

nine ships at the center— 
the CONSTELLATION,  

the CONSTELLATION II,  
the ENTERPRISE III,  

the CHALLENGER,  
the WASHINGTON,  
the BUNKER HILL,  

the NEW ARK 
the LONG BEACH 

the SURPRISE— 
together with  

the CONSTITUTION  
under the command  

of En’Antidromia,  
were simulcasting to  

the Jovian central command  
all Zen-Zombi business  

stored by the Holy League 
on a Zombi information  

“subway” in the Zombis’  
rear guard, and  

in their center aboard  
the WANDERER,  
the SPEEDWELL,  

the PROGRESS,  
the PEQUOD,  

the NANTUCKET,  
the GLOBE,  

the FUWALDA  
and the ARCTIC. 

  
The Jovian central command 

—Maui on the RHEA,  
Negafok on the LEDA,  

Inuit on the CALLISTO,  
Bella Bella on the GANYMEDE,  

False Face on the THEBE,  
Geronimo on the AMALTHEA,  

and Montezuma on  
the ADRASTEA—relayed  

to all ships via Satellite Dish  
the Zen-Zombi Holy League’s  

88th key: “GOD! OH GOD!  
OH! GOD! OH GOD!” 

 
 



to find a word or thought in his part 
that jarred with his own sense of 
wretchedness, and burst from mimic 
merriment into sobs and tears,  
while the spectators, seized with  
irresistible sympathy, wept, and  
the pantomimic revelry was changed 
to a real exhibition of tragic passion.” 
Mary Shelley,  
The Last Man. 
 
“And now let all the ships  
come in… /—and the mind go  
forth to the end of the world” 
Charles Olson, 
Maximus Poems IV, V, VI. 
 
“Both sides have artfully  
avoided the escalation to SACPOP 
that often takes both super- 
combatants right out of the game;  
and AMNAT’s president LaMont  
Chu has used the excuse of  
Gopnick’s emotional strikes  
against the U.S. South, plus Penn’s  
a-rational lobbing at an Israel  
that at the summit was explicitly 
placed under AMNAT’s mutual-
defense umbrella, has used these  
as golden tactical geese, racking up 
serious INDDIR-points against  
a SOUTHAT and INDPAK  
whose hasty defensive alliance  
and shaky aim produce nothing  
more than a lot of irradiated cod  
off Gloucester.”  
David Foster Wallace,  
Infinite Jest. 
 
“Then the Lady Principal  
with her two thousand students  
marched to the battlefield, 
and arriving there directed  
all rays of the concentrated  
sun light and heat  
toward the enemy.”  

 
The Vandals took the lead 
in forming a crescent line  

that drew within Firing range 
by arching half-way round 

the opposing fleet  
along an East \ West axis. 

 
The alien ships, by contrast,  

ran North \ South, and  
consisted of four parallel  

lines of one, three, five  
and seven squadrons  

respectively—the last and  
largest line squaring off  

with the Vandals. 
 

The final bulletin from  
the doomed Byzantines  
regarding the structure  

and movement of  
the enemy ships— 

broken off by the MARU’s  
implosion on impact with  
the Cannabis sea floor— 

had just confirmed  
an earlier report that  
the entire alien fleet  

showed Bluestone hulls  
of varying size and design,  

all of them fitted with  
fylfot propellers and semi- 

soft rigs, with Organic sails 
made of Nail. 

 
This finding, plus  

indications that  
their weaponry was  

based on a system  
of Diorite gongs  

and hammerstones,  
immediately struck  

a deep chord with  
the Zombis and Zen,  

who agreed to dispatch  
the CAGE  



Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain,  
Sultana’s Dream. 
 
“But those were not  
ordinary projectiles!” 
E. E. “Doc” Smith, 
First Lensman. 
 
“Violence can destroy power:  
out of the barrel of a gun grows  
the most effective command 
resulting in instant and perfect  
obedience. What can never  
grow out if it is power.” 
Hannah Arendt, 
On Violence.  
 
“Without surprise, watching  
from her pillow, she saw herself  
run swiftly down this gangplank 
to the slanting deck, and standing 
there, she leaned on the rail and  
waved gaily to herself in bed, and  
the slender ship spread its wings  
and sailed away into the jungle.  
The air trembled with the shattering 
scream and the hoarse bellow of 
voices all crying together, rolling  
and colliding above her like ragged 
storm-clouds, and the words became 
two words only rising and falling  
and clamoring about her head.  
Danger, danger, danger, the voices 
said, and War, war, war.” 
Katherine Anne Porter 
Pale Horse, Pale Rider. 
 
“For now in truth the whole land  
of Asia, dispeopled, maketh moan: 
Xerxes led forth (woe!), Xerxes  
laid low (woe!), Xerxes disposed  
all things imprudently with his sea-
faring barques… For landsmen  
and seamen both, the ships, dark- 
eyed and linen-winged, led forth 
(woe!), the ships laid them low  

under Capt. John E. Cage,  
the MILES  

under Capt. Ironman,  
the SHOEMAKER 

 under Capt. Juvernal,  
and the LIVI X  

under Capt. Macedon— 
each with a complement of  

World-Cup Theorists  
and Analysands, including  

Rwandan, Ptolemayan,  
Babelonian and Solutrion  

among the Zombis, and  
the families of Tsimpsons  

and Flintstons among the Zen. 
 

The SHOEMAKER and  
LIVI X, side by side,  

were approaching  
the foremost cluster  

of some twenty alien 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(woe!), the ships under the deadly 
impact of the foe and by the hands  
of the Ionians… And they who were 
first to meet their doom (alas!), left 
behind perforce (alas!) are swept  
along about the Cychrean strand 
 (woe!). Groan and gnash your teeth;  
in grievous strain shout forth  
our woes till they reach the heavens 
(alas!), raise high your wailing  
clamor in cries of misery. /  
Lacerated by the swirling waters  
(alas!) they are gnawed (alas!) by  
the voiceless children of the stainless 
sea (alas!). The home, bereaved  
of his presence, lamenteth its head;  
and parents, reft of their children,  
in their old age bewail their heaven- 
sent woes (alas!), now that they learn  
the full measure of their affliction.” 
Aeschylus,  
The Trojans. 
 
“From the middle of the northern  
coast juts out the Crimean peninsula  
where the savage Taurians live,  
who delight in human sacrifice  
and fix the heads of strangers upon  
stakes about their houses. Behind 
the Taurians live the Cimmerians, 
a small, dark, excitable people,  
famous for their singing and  
valiant in war, but addicted to  
sodomy; and both to the east and 
west of these Cimmerians live 
the long-lived, equitable Scythians, 
who have no homes but their wheeled 
carts, drink mares’ milk and are 
wonderful archers. Behind these, 
again, live the black-cloaked  
cannibal Finns; and the Neurians, 
many of whom become were-wolves 
by night; and the hunting Budinians, 
who paint themselves with red and 
blue dye, build stockaded wooden 
cities, and wear beaver-skin caps  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

gap off Absolüt Point. 
 

Dead silence followed  
on the Far Western front. 

  
The Zen-Zombi Theorists  

and Analysands  
attributed the sudden silence  

to Brainwashing. 
 

Their assessment was  
in the process of verification  
by the Circuit of Sovereignty 

—Capt. Pacific on the J-I,  
Capt. Cervantes and Aeschylus  

on the DAEMON, Capt. Agrippa  
and Severian the Grammarian  

on the JUGGLER, and  
Sequoia the Deep-Minded on  

the POOL OF DREAMINGS— 
when the S\S MARU hit bottom. 

 
On the Eastern flank,  

the PARALLAX advanced,  
while the SOL under  

Capt. Carbon and the LUNA  
under Capt. Blood 

dropped back and fell  
into a Y-formation, together  

with the ASTRAL BODY 
under Capt. Tauhid.  

 
It was the Jovians who  

suffered the frontal assault  
in full, against an immense  

blast of Sound, as first  
the ADRASTEA  



and tunics; and the Issedonians,  
who esteem it an act of piety to eat 
the dead flesh of their parents and 
make goblets from their skulls;  
and a bald-headed priestly tribe, 
the Argippians, who ride on white 
horses, carry no arms, and feed on 
milk curdled with cherry juice into  
a thick paste. On the western coast  
live the Thynians and Bithynians,  
who speak the Thracian language;  
and the lusty beer-swilling Goths;  
and the agricultural Scythians; and  
the Brygian fishermen, who wear 
sealskin breeches; and the tattooed, 
gold-getting Agathyrsians, who  
still worship the Triple Goddess  
with primitive simplicity.” 
Robert Graves, 
Hercules, My Shipmate. 
 
“Transcendence of sexuality 
is the human contribution to  
the universe; and this is much  
more clearly foreshown in  
the personal nature of women  
than it is in that of men…” 
—Laura Riding,  
“How Now to Think of Women.” 
 
“‘I’ve taken my fun where  
I found it. / I’ve rogued and  
I’ve ranged in my time… /  
The things that I learned from  
the yellow and black, / They ‘ave 
helped me a ‘eap with the white’”  
Charlotte Perkins Gilman,  
Herland. 
 
“…And as for the ordinary sort  
of men in that part of the world  
where the Emperor resided, they  
were of several complexions; not 
white, black, tawny, olive or ash-
coloured; but some appeared of an 
azure, some of a deep purple, some  

went down in a ghost-like  
Cloud of Dust, followed  

by the AMALTHEA,  
the LEDA,  

the THEBE,  
the GANYMEDE,  

the CALLISTO,  
and moments later— 

as if in a Cosmic Echo  
of life’s extermination— 

all the Jovian ships. 
 

Like the Sound of a billion  
drums in the distance,  
the beating continued. 

 
The smell of Shit was everywhere. 

 
  
 

The polyrhythmic Sounds  
from the alien fleet intensified,  

causing the LIVI X,  
the SHOEMAKER, the MILES  

and the CAGE to shatter. 
 

The Holy League took action,   
as did the Vandals  
on the ZERO and  

DOUBLE ZERO, preparing  
for full-scale deployment. 

 
To our despair, however,  

no sooner were the first  
beams on their way than  

huge waves started rising  
on all sides, isolating  

our ships between surging  
walls of water, fragmenting  

the fleet within a maze. 
      

We knew we were Dead. 
      

The pounding seemed to  
redouble, as Zen and Zombi  

ships, hidden from view,  



of a grass-green, some of a scarlet, 
some of an orange-colour, etc....  
The rest of the inhabitants of  
that world, were men of several 
different sorts, shapes, figures, 
dispositions, and humours, as I  
have already made mention before… 
The bear-men were to be her 
experimental philosophers,  
the bird-men her astronomers,  
the fly-, worm- and fish-men  
her natural philosophers, the ape- 
men her chemists, the satyrs her 
Galenic physicians, the fox-men  
her politicians, the spider-and  
lice-men her mathematicians, 
the jackdaw-, magpie- and parrot- 
men her orators and logicians,  
the giants her architects, etc.” 
Margaret Cavendish,  
The Blazing World. 
 
“the silent giver of worlds, what / 
is most important is the nonillusion. / 
Morning breaks, the friendly reds, /  
the big blues /… a rare understanding 
of human struggle / simplicity of  
the senseless song / the folly of the 
wind in my heart… sweet xocolatl  
of ancient Mexico, storm of the blood 
that comes through the mouth—"   
Frida Kahlo,  
“the silent life-giver of worlds.” 
 
“The book from which Felix  
instructed Safie was Volney’s  
Ruins of Empires… It gave me  
an insight into the manners, 
governments, and religions of  
the different nations of the earth.  
I heard of the slothful Asiatics;  
of the stupendous genius and  
mental activity of the Grecians;  
of the wars and wonderful virtue  
of the early Romans—of their 
subsequent degeneration— 

could be heard to Explode. 
 

Our decimation was  
accelerating, lighting up  

the sky with Explosions near  
and far, reaching deeper  
into the Holy League— 

the SALAMI,  
the ECONOMU,  

the ACTION,  
the RAGNAROK,  

the LEPANTO,  
the CISCO,  

the SANTA,  
the NUESTRO,  
the DEFENCE,  

the GUERRIERE,  
the DREADNOUGHT,  

the GOLIATH,  
the THESES,  

the BELLEROPHONE,  
the NEPTUNE,  
the MERCURE 

—when Capts. Atlantl  
and Gatt of the Vandal  

High Command,  
without warning,  

launched the nomad fleet 
on a suicide run. 

 
Already in overdrive, and  

heating up past the point of  
no return, a massive force  

of Iridescent ships,  
set to crack in chain reaction,  

charged through the waves  
from the North. 

 
 
 

It was the ZERO 
 that blew first,  

releasing the Big Bang. 
 

For an instant  
the sky turned White. 



of the decline of that mighty  
empire; of chivalry, Christianity,  
and kings. I heard of the discovery  
of the American hemisphere, and  
wept with Safie over the hapless  
fate of its original inhabitants.” 
Mary Shelley,  
The Last Man. 
 
“The Cherokees came out  
of the Creek campaign firm  
in the conviction that, having  
helped America in its need,  
they had forever established in 
American eyes their right to  
perfect their government and  
improve their land in peace.” 
Marion Starkey, 
The Cherokee Nation. 
 
“And now my book  
of Crazy Horse is done…  
I have used the simplest words 
possible, hoping by idiom  
and figures and the underlying  
rhythm pattern to say some  
things of the Indian for which  
there are no white-man words,  
suggest something of his innate  
nature, something of his 
relationship to the earth and  
the sky and all that is between.  
I hope I have not failed too  
miserably, for they were a great 
people, the old buffalo-hunting  
Sioux, and some day their greatness 
will reach full flowering again  
in their children as they walk  
the hard new road of the white man.” 
Mari Sandoz, 
Crazy Horse. 
 
“All that can be said is that  
the laws of interior preparation  
revealed by Quetzalcoatl were  
used by the Aztecs to prop up  

 
In the tumult that followed,  

as the sea and sky succumbed  
to blast after blast  

in deafening flashes of light,  
the waves surged upward, 

streaming higher and higher— 
until the last, ungodly moment,  

when the boundless power  
of a Rainstorm heaved  

the waves up to the sky... 
 
 
 

The pouring Rain  
left no ship unscathed. 

 
The Vandals, like the Jovians  

before them, were gone. 
   

But the ocean was calm again; 
and half the alien fleet  

had been destroyed. 
  

The Clouds above us flashed  
with silent blasts of lightning. 

 
In their wake, below,  

the radiant Green band  
of the Doubloon-Bind  

was manifest against  
the Whiteness of the sea. 

  
Twilight ruled the Orionis waters. 

 
 
 

The pounding persisted,  
growing stronger,  

as the A. POCATAZZ’s  
Lenses were lit,  

followed by the 26 ships  
under Prof. Parmenides  

on the SEPHIROT. 
 

Before the first rays  



their bloody state… We are here 
dealing with low witch-craft:  
the material transmission of human 
energy to the sun. The exalted 
revelation of the eternal unity  
of the spirit was converted into  
a principle of cosmic anthropophagy. 
The liberation of the individual,  
the separate “I”, came to be under- 
stood with crude literalness only,  
and achieved through ritual killings 
which in their turn fomented wars.” 
Laurette Séjouné. 
Burning Water. 
 
“This relatively modern attitude  
of cultural autarky for Europe,  
of demonstrating her cultural and 
racial supremacy at the expense  
of everyone else, can best be  
described as the conversion  
of Classical Studies into  
Aryan Studies… The relationship 
between Classical Antiquity  
and its neighbors to the East  
was viewed in this period  
not as a cultural continuity but  
a Kulturkampf—a struggle for  
survival between West and East.  
The high-points of this eternal  
and undeclared war: Achaean  
versus Trojan, Greek against  
Persian, Alexander against  
the East, Rome against Carthage,  
Byzantium against Islam.”   
Charles Doria: “Pound, Olson  
and the Classical Tradition.” 
 
“The world was all revenge  
and thou hadst said: / “It is  
a seething sea!” Earth had  
no room / For walking, air  
was ambushed by the spears; /  
The stars began to fray,  
and time and earth /  
Washed hands in mischief.”  

from our ships could  
reach their mark, Voices  

came bursting in the air—new 
commands, canceled orders,  
secret codes—jamming our 

communications systems with 
 a false flow of information. 

 
In their confusion,  

the REPRISAL,  
the REPULSE,  

the RESOLUTION  
and the RETALIATION  

misread the PARALLAX  
for an enemy vessel, Fired  
in error, and destroyed it. 

 
Moments later,  

the Zombis responded  
by Firing on each other. 

 
 
 

The pace of our annihilation  
quickened, as if reflected  

in the flashes  
of the Clouds overhead. 

 
Visibility deteriorated,  

while gusts and whirlwinds  
stirred the dark air with 

the specter of Astral corpses. 
 

What could still be recognized  
was the dim aura  

of the Doubloon-Bind. 
 

Alone, in the end, our ship  
reached the Green water 

above La Renaixença Hills. 
 

The Captain mounted  
the wicker-work,  

and, after the blessing  
of Areopagiticus  

with Toothpick, gave  



Ferdowsi,  
Shahnameh  (“The Book of Kings”),  
in Giorgio de Santillana and Hertha 
von Dechend, Hamlet’s Mill. 
 
“Let Greeks be Greeks, and  
Women what they are.” 
Anne Bradstreet, “Prologue.” 
 
“The argument of the Odyssey  
is not a long one. A certain  
man has been abroad many  
years; Poseidon is ever on  
the watch for him, and he is  
all alone. Matters at home too  
have come to this, that his  
substance is being wasted and  
his son's death plotted by suitors  
to his wife. Then he arrives  
there himself after his grievous  
sufferings; reveals himself,  
and falls on his enemies.”  
Aristotle,  
Poetics.  
 
“It is for the other world that  
the madman sets sail in his fools’  
boat; it is from the other world that  
he comes when he disembarks.” 
Michel Foucault, 
Madness and Civilization. 
 
“Six hundred thousand men  
in all, / Not counting wives  
and children small, / Were led 
by God across the sand, / Two  
only reached the Promised Land.” 
Sebastian Brant, 
Ship of Fools. 
 
“There is a nightmare  
at the core of Exodus.” 
Jeffrey Mehlman,  
“Core of the Core: 
A Phantasmagoria in Translation.” 
 

ben-Cnopee and Sony  
the signal to unwind  
the eightfold plexus  

of Backward Speech,  
in accordance with  

the “Time Pills  
of the Stageguard”  

described by Terran. 
 

No sooner had she asked  
Mach the Lookout,  

“Do you copy?” while Vico  
and Chauvée sang  

the Battle Hymn in Re, 
than the light from the Lens  

began to Materialize. 
 

On impact,  
the Fire spread instantly  

to port and starboard. 
 

Rising on either side,  
it formed a great archway 

 that closed above us,  
sealing us in a chamber  

of Flames. 
 

Beyond,  
the whole Orionis  

Ripple was consumed  
by Fire, vast Inferno 
 that we had created. 

 
 
 

Rosetta has no way  
of knowing how long  

we were there. 
 

The ship’s timepieces  
eventually reverted  

to a t-zero loop. 
      

Throughout our seclusion,  
only ghost-like outlines  

were discernible, Red and  



 “…If your majesty were resolved  
to make a cabbala, I would  
advise you, rather to make  
a poetical or romancical cabbala, 
wherein you can use metaphors, 
allegories, similitudes, etc. and 
interpret them as you please.”  
Margaret Cavendish,  
The Blazing World. 
 
“The text, in its mass, is  
comparable to a sky, at once  
flat and smooth, deep, without  
edges and without landmarks;  
like the soothsayer drawing  
on it with the tip of his staff  
an imaginary rectangle wherein  
to consult, according to certain 
principles, the flight of birds,  
the commentator traces through  
the text certain zones of reading,  
in order to observe therein  
the migration of meanings,  
the outcropping of codes, 
the passage of citations.”  
Roland Barthes,  
A Lover’s Discourse. 
 
“Space and Time the saliva /  
in the mouth”  
C. Olson,  
The Maximus Poems: Volume Three  
(posthumous). 
 
“Like cures like; and for this hunt,  
my malady becomes my most  
desired health… but methinks  
like-cures-like applies to him too,  
he grows so sane again.” 
Herman Melville, 
Moby Dick. 
 
“Progress and Doom are two 
sides of the same medal.” 
Hannah Arendt,  
The Origins of Totalitarianism. 

Pink contours feeding off  
the Whiteness of the light. 

 
As the heat increased,  

cracks in the ship’s Crystal  
echoed faintly at first,  

then more violently. 
 

The vessel was rising,  
lifting itself into the air... 

 
The hull and sails cracked  

intermittently, until  
a long Sound seemed  

to rip through the Crystal. 
 

After it passed, we were back  
on the surface, realigned,  

joined to the water again— 
as if the sea had shifted  

into place beneath us. 
 
 
 

 The immediate sign  
of structural damage  

was a fissure down  
the length of the mast, and  
across the propeller shaft. 

 
The other signs appeared later,  

once the vault of the Flames  
had opened overhead,  

parting on either side of us,  
to reveal the stars and  

the Blackness of our new sky,  
and the Silver water. 

  
Here on board the calm  
is overwhelming—as if  

rooted to an infinitesimal  
cushion of air,  

over which the ship glides  
by a will of its own. 

 
Our new Mare Tenebrarum  



 
“From here on it will be  
a trip of thrills and despair.” 
Hiromu Arakawa, 
Fullmetal Alchemist. 
 
“beloved Child, we are together, / 
weary of War, / 
only the Quest remains” 
H. D., 
Helen in Egypt.  
  
Many mouths empty their waters / 
into the Godavari of Art- / a river  
that flows / across the Decan trap  
of the age / with its lava-scarred 
plateaux; / and, in the selfheal of  
the river, / pilgrims lave the bruises  
of the Rain of woes.” 
Melvin Tolson, "Omega"  
in Harlem Gallery.  
 
“That’s how Don Quixote  
decided to save the world.” 
Kathy Acker, 
Don Quixote. 
 
“I’ve seen the future / 
and boy it’s rough.” 
Prince, “The Future,” 
in Batman (sountrack).  
 
“In his boredom and annoyance 
 he took out a Japanese koto  
and pleasantly hummed  
“The Field in Hitachi.”  
Murasaki Shikibu, 
The Tale of Genji. 

is like a dreamscape. 
 

The Silver water reflects  
the stars in pools of Shade, 

like an Antique mirror. 
 

Small waves rise  
like sand dunes— 

and collapse  
like crumpled paper. 

 
The Sound of shooting stars  

is gentler, less vibrant,  
less electric: both conch  
and flute of Pan, in one. 

 
Soft bursts of light across  

the unknown constellations 
 of Black space... 

 
     
 

Something basic may be  
wrong, however, in  

our dreamlike tranquility,  
beyond the holocaust  

raging under a timeless  
cover of Clouds. 

 
Do you read me,  

or will you ever again? 
 

From the lookout  
there is word  

of luminescence  
on the horizon. 

 
I will try again from there. 

 
 
 

Love, 
 

     S. 
 
 



THE HANGED ONE 
 
 
 

My love, 
 
 
When I close my eyes,  
I see the damp walls  
and the graffiti. 
 
Walls of silence,  
Untranscendable... 
 
As in:  
 
“Teh sez:  
‘Sign-language’S  
VOID!’” 
 
 
Or,  
 
“Power Control 
 shut down!  
 
SHUT UP! ” 
 
 
Or,  
 
“MêMe sez :  
 
SUICIDE   
IS 
D-O-U-B-L-I-N-G. 
 
 
...CONDITION : 
 un-STOPPABLE... 
 
 
Do 
 
YOU 
 

 
 
 

“Qi is the commander of Blood,  
Blood is the mother of Qi.” 

Song Shi, 
Lingshu Jing. 

 
 “Such a perceptive entanglement, / 

beyond crucifixion,  
gives wings to our rhythm.”  

Jay Wright, “Cursus Ensemble.” 
 

“The middle of the road is trying to 
find me / I'm standing in the middle  
of life with my plans behind me…” 

The Pretenders,  
“Middle of the Road.”  

 
“Observe due measure.” 

Hesiod, 
Works and Days. 

 
“It often happens that, though a person 
cannot recollect at the moment, yet by 

seeking he can do so, and discover what 
he seeks… But one must get hold of  

a starting point. This explains why it is 
that persons are supposed to recollect 

sometimes by starting from mnemonic 
loci…  It seems true in general that 

the middle point also among all things  
is a good mnemonic starting-point  
from which to reach any of them.” 

Aristotle,  
On Memory and Recollection. 

 
“Perish the man whose  

mind is backward now.” 
William Shakespeare, 

Henry V.  
 



read 
 
           ME?” 
 
 
 
As if I were the last  
of many souls  
to pass through here— 
in this unreal space  
between a closed gate,  
unlocked, and a stairway  
leading nowhere. 
 
In contrast to the graffiti  
there is the sculpture  
of a Nude, untouched  
and resplendent,  
at the center of a pool. 
 
The figure sits on a log  
with her legs crossed  
and her feet arched, smiling  
at the walls and at me. 
 
My guess is that  
she is the Sacrifice  
in “The Nature Theater  
of Oklahoma.” 
 
On the stone wall  
beyond the gate  
there is the bas-relief  
of a Saint, in Lotus  
position, meditating.  
 
I cannot be sure  
the Saint was there  
before the moment  
of my vision. 
 
Since then, it seems clear  
the graffiti have multiplied.  
  
The walls are less bare,  
and I do not remember reading: 

 “…Cool reflections never occur until 
after the event. And one of the most 

important and generally acknowledged 
truths is stifled and useless in  

the vortex of our absurd manners.” 
Choderlos de Laclos, 
Dangerous Liaisons. 

 
“You can’t go…  

back home to the escapes  
of Time and Memory.” 

Thomas Wolfe, 
You Can’t Go Home Again.  

 
“A cell of graffiti  

is merely aphoristic.” 
Lyn Hejinian, “The Guard.” 

 
“Short seemd too night. L👀K.” 

Ron Silliman, 
Tjanting. 

 
 “‘This is the Sibyl's cave;  

these are Sibylline leaves. On 
examination, we found that all  

the leaves, bark, and other  
substances, were traced with  

written characters… I have  
been employed in deciphering  

these sacred remains.” 
Mary Shelley,  
The Last Man. 

 
“Mary was Frankenstein's  

creator / his yellow eye /  
before her husband was  

to drown / Created the monster 
nights / after Byron,  

Shelley / talked the candle down. / 
Who was Mary Shelley? /  

She read Greek, Italian /  
She bore a child / Who died /  

and yet another child who died.”  
Lorine Neidecker,  

“Who was Mary Shelley?” 
 



 
 
                “ Message co-signed 
                                               
‘DOUBLE-TALK’         
           ‘DOUBLE-BIND’ 
 
 
                   One-way... 
 
                   Pre-set... 
 
                  IM-movable! 
 
 
A s    A b O v E 
  
s O     b E l O w 
 
 
WIND- 
 
            up- 
               

     IN- 
    

                     the- 
     
                          HOLE : ” 
 
 
When the vision came,  
I was sitting against  
the opposite wall,  
between the gate  
on the left  
and the stairway  
on the right.  
 
Near the floor,  
next to me, I saw  
the drawing of a Wheel  
and a pair of Scales,  
and the formula:  
 
 

“(what the skull can endure!)” 
H. D.,  

The Walls Do Not Fall. 
 

 “Significance is never without  
a white wall upon which it inscribes 

its signs and redundancies. 
Subjectivation is never without  
a black hole in which it lodges  
its consciousness, passion, and 

redundancies. Since all semiotics  
are mixed and strata come at least  

in twos, it should come as  
no surprise that a very special 
mechanism is situated at their 

intersection. Oddly enough, it is  
a face: the white wall / black hole 
system. A broad face with white 

cheeks, a chalk face with eyes cut  
in for a black hole. Clown head,  
white clown, moon-white mime,  

angel of death, Holy Shroud.” 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 

A Thousand Plateaus. 
 

“I will instruct men or women who  
are intelligent—and for the briefest 
period, patient—to become masters  
of their facial destiny. I understand  

the skull with its muscular sheath  
as a sphere whose superficies  

can be voluntarily energized. And  
the foundations of beauty as  

embedded in the three interconnected  
zones of energy encircling  

this sphere: the centers of control 
being at the base of the skull  

and highest point of the cranium.  
 Mina Loy,  

“Auto-Facial Construction.” 
 

“…He fled forward still,  
toward your face.”  

W. Shakespeare, 
Cymbeline. 

 



 
 “ HEAVEN’S          ENERGY’S       ~SEA                         
 MOMENTUM   =   PHANTOM   +   ——
                          ^ ICE ” 
 
 
No sooner had I read  
the inscription  
than the chamber’s walls  
began to decompose. 
 
They seemed to pour down  
all around me, foaming  
in slow, thick streams.  
 
My teeth and jaws  
clamped shut,  
as if my skull  
were being crushed.  
 
And just as suddenly,  
the motion was reversed.  
 
The liquid walls  
passed back into matter,  
returning as before. 
 
 
 
New changes followed. 
 
The graffiti appeared to slip  
out of focus, under a layer  
of Ice that covered the walls.  
 
The words receded  
and grew illegible 
behind a radiant surface. 
 
As the luminescence  
increased, the water  
in the pool darkened,  
reflecting the statue’s  
inverted gaze.  
 
Its blank face and empty eyes  
stared back at me. 

“and again Plotinus / To the door, / 
Keep your eyes on the mirror”  

Ezra Pound, 
Cantos, XV. 

 
“Mirror is not something created  

but something born. You don't  
need many to have the sparkling  

and the sleepwalking mine:  
two are enough, and one reflects  

the reflection of what the other  
reflected, in a trembling that  

is transmitted in an intense and  
mute telegraphic message,  

insistent, liquidity in which  
you can plunge a fascinated  

hand and pull it out dripping  
with the reflections of that hard  

water that is the mirror.”  
Clarice Lispector, 

 Água Viva. 
 

“Where are the new frontiers?”  
the Romantics cried, unaware  

that the frontier of the mind had 
opened in a laboratory on  

Callisto at the turn of the twenty-
fourth century… Teleportation…  

the transportation of oneself  
through space by an effort of  

the mind alone… had long  
been a theoretic concept…  

Twelve psychologists, para-
psychologists, and neurometrists  

of varying specialization were 
called in as observers….  

The experimenters sealed Jaunte 
into an unbreakable crystal tank.  

They opened a water valve,  
feeding water into the tank…  

It was impossible to open  
the tank; it was impossible 
to stop the flow of water…  

The tank filled quickly…  
Jaunte began to drown. Then  

he was outside the tank, dripping 



 
Then a different face emerged,  
replacing the first:  
the bodiless face  
of our Departed child.  
 
As if across the Years  
of pain and loss...  
looking at me,  
and glancing at the gate. 
 
I sat in contemplation  
of Es’s face—until the walls  
became clear again,  
and the graffiti resurfaced.  
 
 
 
Of the Magick deck,  
I know that The Fool,  
The Scales,  
The Hanged One,  
and The Universe 
are in play;  
I cannot be sure what 
other Cards are here. 
  
I know the stakes  
have been raised  
to a Dollar:  
one of us is saved,  
the other lost.  
 
And I remember  
my opponent’s name:  
“Bird-Dog.” 
  
I fear that Bird-Dog  
is The Lovers // reversed— 
in which case I am lost  
in this netherworld forever.  
  
 
 
The presence of The Fool  
marks the two walls  

and coughing explosively. He’d 
teleported again… The body 

of knowledge grew rapidly… 
They had learned how to teach  

man to recognize, discipline,  
and exploit yet another resource 

of his limitless mind.” 
Alfred Bester, 

The Stars My Destination. 
 

“‘The great Theater of Oklahoma  
is calling you! It is calling only  

today, only this once! Anyone who 
misses this opportunity shall miss it 

forever! Anyone who is thinking  
of his future belongs in our midst!  

All are welcome! Anyone who  
wants to become an artist should 
contact us! We are a theater that  
can make use of everyone, each  

in his place! And we congratulate  
here and now those who have  

decided in our favor. At twelve 
o’clock everything shall close and 

won’t open again! Accursed  
be those who don’t believe us!’” 

Franz Kafka, 
Amerika: The Missing Person. 

 
 “We’re living through a time /  

That needs to be lived through us.” 
Adrienne Rich,  

“The Will To Change.” 
 

“Rising harmonies to a level  
of blissful stability at end.” 

John Coltrane, from a manuscript  
to A Love Supreme. 

 
“On the mornings that had once 
throbbed with the dawn chorus  
of robins, catbirds, doves, jays,  
wrens, and scores of other bird  

voices, there was now no sound.” 
Rachel Carson,  

Silent Spring. 



to my left—in the direction  
toward which Es’s face  
kept turning. 
 
Either The Fool corresponds  
to the outside wall beyond  
the gate, or to the near wall  
that contains the gate.  
 
The truth of the one lies  
in the graffiti of the other.  
  
Both walls bear the inscription :  
“ : - )  Very Romantic  ) - : .”  
 
Common to the walls,  
in addition, there is a mass  
of strange symbols— 
lines, dots, and spirals,  
together with handprints— 
below which a human figure  
in headdress is shaking a spear.  
 
The caption reads:  
“AFTER THE FLOOD.”  
 
“Alpha” and “Beta”  
appear to the left  
and right of the gate.  
 
On the outer wall, 
“Omega” is crossed out,  
replaced by a Dollar sign:  
“$.”  
 
A woman with  
Cuneiform breasts  
speaks the word:  
“GENESIS.”  
 
On the inner wall,  
another Dollar sign— 
but backward,  
as in a mirror.  
 
 

 
“The false dawn came over the flats, 

bringing nothing with it. / She sat and 
considered her sins. / That they were  

vast was undeniably true, a mental  
and as flat and bare as a world-sized 

table, and yet with here and there those 
disturbing dips and slides; concave 

surfaces that somehow remained flat, 
hills that slid the other way,  

like the squares on a chessboard  
which bend and produce nausea.”  

Joanna Russ, 
Picnic on Paradise. 

 
“…Of this one thing we may  

be sure, the Grail is a living force,  
it will never die; it may indeed  

sink out of sight, and, for centuries 
even, disappear from the field  
of literature, but it will rise to  

the surface again, and become once 
more a theme of vital inspiration.” 

Jesse Weston, 
From Ritual to Romance. 

 
“I am not familiar with the exact 

constitution of the Tarot pack of cards, 
from which I have obviously departed 

to suit my own convenience.”  
T. S. Eliot,  

Notes on “The Waste Land.”  
 

“Sophistication! Sophistication! /  
You are the idol of our nation /  

Each fellow has / Fallen for jazz / 
 And we’ll give the past a merry razz / 

Thro’ the ghoul-guarded gateways  
of slumber / And fellow-guestship  

with the glutless worm.” 
H. P. Lovecraft, “Waste Paper:  

A Poem of Profound Insignificance.” 
 

“The first level or statement of three  
an open field of question, how large  

it ought or ought not to be.” 



 
I see myself as      
The Hanged One  
in the wall facing me,  
with each of the other walls 
representing a Card:  
The Universe to my right,  
The Scales behind me. 
 
Regardless of the outcome, 
The Fool spells Khaos. 
 
 
Your lover,  
 
A. 

Cecil Taylor, from liner notes  
to Unit Structures. 

 
“I love tomorrow.” 

Conrad Roberts, “Inamorata,” 
in Miles Davis, Live / Evil. 

 
“Oh, Death, why canst thou  
not sometimes be timely?”  

Herman Melville, 
Moby Dick.  

 


